Safety First!

The new Interroll Magnetic Speed Controller for pallet flow lanes is the ultimate solution to increase safety in warehousing operations.

Contact us to know more about how to limit the risk for work-related injuries and protect your products from accidental damage!
Flexible!
- One product to cover the full range of applications
- Able to handle pallet weights from 55 lbs. to 2,750 lbs.
- Designed to work with LIFO application thanks to the “One Way” function
- Ideal for retrofit projects due to its unique fixing solution on side profile

Safe!
- Optimal braking effect all along its life time
- No risk to damage goods: maintains pallets under control at constant speeds (less than 60 fpm)
- 5 years warranty for standard buffer applications
- Qualified with 50,000 cycles with high throughput

Productive!
- High throughput for dispatch lanes up to 90 pallets /hour
- Continuous throughput: 1 pallet /min
- Thanks to Wear less technology (Eddy current), there is no run-in period to reach the optimal braking effect and the speed controller’s life time is dramatically increased
- Always operational – no down time!
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Please visit www.interroll.us to know more!